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1. Introduction. The theory of the Cäuchy process leads to the

following integro-differential equation :

(1.1)      ut(x, t) = tr-'P J
+a ««(£. /)

•a      Ç X

d£,      — oo<— ö<x<a<oo,

the integral being taken in the sense of a Cauchy principal value. It

is shown in [3] that (1.1) with appropriate boundary conditions de-

fines stochastic processes which bear much the same relation to the

Cauchy process as the diffusion processes associated with

(1.2) ut = «zz, — œ <— a ti x ^ a < »,

bear to the Wiener process.

If initial values u(x, 0) =/(x) and boundary conditions are pre-

scribed for (1.1) (see [2] for the types of boundary conditions which

may be imposed), then the familiar method of Laplace transforms

commonly employed for solving partial differential equations leads

formally to the so-called resolvent equation

r+a f'(£)
(1.3) \F(x) - ir-iP —— d£ = f{x), X > 0,

J _„   £ — x

where

/► oo
e-uu(x, t)dt;

0

the boundary conditions for (1.1) go over into boundary conditions

for (1.4). An equation essentially equivalent to (1.3) was derived by

Kac in [4] and treated by Kac and Pollard in [5]. Boundary condi-

tions and construction of solutions to (1.1) were considered in [2].

Equation (1.3) with boundary conditions u(—a, t)=u(a, /)=0 is

well-known in airfoil theory as a special case of the Prandtl equation,

cf. [6].
For X>0, the resolvent equation (1.3) can be solved by reducing

it to an integral equation of the Fredholm type, cf.   [2] and   [6],
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whose solution is given by an integral of the form

(1.5) F(x) =  f     ro(x, y; \)f(y)dy.
J —a

It has been shown in [2] that r„ is non-negative, symmetric in x and

y, and that (1.5) defines a bounded linear transformation from

C[ — a, +a] to itself. Furthermore, if /£C[ — a, +a], then F is a

solution of (1.3) which satisfies

(1.6) lim F(x) = 0.
x—*±a

In this note we shall be interested in (1.5) when/ is not necessarily

continuous on [ — a, +o], but is of the form (p(x)(a2 — x2)-1 where

<(>EC[—a, -fa]. We shall denote this class of functions by U. The

results which we obtain here have many applications in the theory of

the Cauchy and allied stochastic processes, and are employed in this

connection in [3].

In §3, we show that if fEU, then F as defined by (1.5) is an ele-
ment of C[—a, +a]. We also show that the solutions of the homo-

geneous equation corresponding to (1.3), i.e. (1.3) with/=0, can be

expressed in the form (1.5) with fEU.

It might be supposed that F still satisfies (1.3) when / is in U in-

stead of being restricted to C. In §4, we show that this is not true in

general and we derive the functional equation satisfied by F in the

more general case. This new functional equation is used in [3] to

derive the forward and backward equations for the stochastic proc-

esses discussed there, and also to justify probabilistically the inter-

pretation of (1.1) as the backward equation corresponding to the

Cauchy process in a finite interval.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we collect a few known results to

which we refer frequently in the sequel.

Definition 2.1. // F is absolutely continuous on [—a, +o],

[F'(x)]2(a2-x2yi2E[-a, +a] and2

C +a F'(t)
(2.1) r~lP I      ——dl = h(x)

J -a    t — X

almost everywhere on [—a, +a] with hEC[—a, +a], then we define

2 The condition [F'(x)]2(a2—x2)EL(~a, a) should have been included in [2,

Definition 1.2]. Whether this condition is necessary for the reduction of (2.3) to (2.7)

is an open question. If (2.4) with g(x) =0 has no solution G(EL(—a, a), then the ab-

solute continuity of F on ( —a, a) suffices for the equivalence of (2.3) and (2.7).
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(2.2) ÜaF = A

as a transformation from C[—a, +a] to itself.

We now make our statements about (1.3) more precise. Given

fEC[—a, +a], consider the equation

(2.3) \F - naF = f.

The main result which enables us to reduce (2.3) to an integral equa-

tion is the following inversion formula due to Söhngen (see [2] and

[ó] for reference).

Theorem 2.1. If g2(x)(a2—x2)ll2EL[—a, +a], then the most general

solution G of

r+a G(u)
(2.4) T~lP I     -du = g(x) a.e.

J -a    U — X

for xE[—a, +a], such that G2(u)(a2 — ui)ll2EL[—a, + a], is given by

•+°g(x)(a2-x2y/2
dx(2.5)     G(u) = (a2 - m2)-1'2 M - x-xP f

L J -a X  —   U J

almost everywhere in [—a, +a], where

G(u)du.
-a

Applying Theorem 2.1 to (2.3) with/£C[ — a, +a], we obtain an

equivalent integral equation, cf. [2] and [ó],

(2.7)        F(x) + X f ' Ka(x, y)F(y)dy = f    Ka(x, y)f(y)dy
J -a J -a

+ A arc sin x + B

where

a2 - xy+ {(a2 - x2)(a2 - y2)} 1/2"|

a2 - xy - {(a2 - x2)(a2 - y2)} l'2J "

If (2.3) is subject to the boundary condition F(— a) =F(a)=0, then

A=B = 0 in (2.7). To find F under these boundary conditions, we

make use of the resolvent kernel r„(x, y ; X) corresponding to Ka(x, y),

which satisfies

(2.9)       r„(x, y;\) + \f    K„(x, u)Ya(u, y; \)du = Ka(x, y).

(2.8) Ka(x,y) = (2ir)-i\og
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The solution F is then given by (1.5). This is, in fact, the only solution

in C[ — a, -\-a] of (2.3) under the boundary condition (1.6). It was

shown in [2, Theorem 2.1], that for each X>0 the equation \F—QaF

= 0 possesses two independent solutions in C[—a, +c], given by

(2.10) U») - 1 - X f    r.(«, y; \)dy
J -a

and

ro(x, y; X) arc sin y/ady.
-a

All other solutions of the homogeneous equation are linear combina-

tions of these two. Since limlH.±0 £0(x) = 1 and lim^-ta rja(x) = ±1/2,

it is clear that the boundary condition (1.6) cannot be satisfied by a

solution of the homogeneous equation. We also proved in [2 ] that

(2.12) 0 g Ux) ^ 1,

which will prove useful in §3 where we shall derive slightly simpler

formulas for £„ and r\a.

We conclude this section by stating two results for use in later sec-

tions.

Theorem 2.2. For each p>l, the transformation G—*g defined by

(2.4) is a bounded linear transformation from the space Lp'—a, +c) to

itself. It is also a bounded linear transformation from the space of func-

tions G such that G2(x)(a2—x2)1/2ÇZ,[—a, +a] to itself.

Proof. The proof of the first statement may be found in [7,

Chap. V, Theorem 101 ].

There are a number of ways of proving the second statement. We

sketch one possible proof. We may rewrite G(u) as

2aG(u) = G(u)(a2 - «^'»{(a - u)ll2(a + #)-»'«

( + (a - «)-1'2(a + u) V} = H(u) {w(u) + [w(u) ]~x}.

Now H2(u)w(u) and H2(u) [w(m)]_1 are both in L[— a, +a]. The re-

sult then follows easily from [l, Lemma 2].

Lemma 2.1. For each integer «>0

/+a                       tn n

-dt = E «**""*
.a   (/ - x)(a2 - Z2)1'2           tx

where
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an = 0, n even,

1-3-5 • • • (n - 2)
(2.15) an = a" l  -> nodd,n>\

2-4-6 ■••(»- 1)

a, = 1.

Proof. This is a well-known formula, frequently used in airfoil

theory. A proof may be found in [2], in the proof of Lemma 1.1.

3. Solutions to the homogeneous equation and functions of class

U. In this section we shall derive formulas for £„ and rj0 (defined in

(2.10) and (2.11)) in terms of functions of class U which we may

define as follows:

Definition 3.1. By U we denote the Banach space of functions of the

form

(3.1) /(*) =0(x)-(a2-x2)-!

with <¡>EC[—a, -f-a] and

(3-2) ll/lk = |M|c.
These formulas are of interest in themselves, cf. [3 ], and at the same

time are useful for proving further properties of the transformation

(1.5) when /is of the form (3.1).

Theorem 3.1. Defining £„ and Va as in (2.10) and (2.11), we have

+°Ta(x,y;\)   ,

- y2

—

t*^ t\ .C+ay^a(x,y;\)
(3.4) Va(x) = ir'1 I-— dy.

J -a      a2 — -y2y

Before proving this theorem, we require a lemma:

Lemma 3.1. //

'+" Ka(x,y)<p(y)

a2 — y2

(3.5) W.rf^»«
J -a       a2 — y2

with 4>EC[— a, -\-a], then $ is absolutely continuous on any interval

[xi, x2]C(— a, +a) and f>' is given by

r+a <t>(y)(a2 - -y2)-1'2
(3.6) 4>'(x) = [tt(«2 - x2)1'2]-1^ I      -^^-y-— dy

J -a y — X

o.e. on [—a, -\-a\.
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Proof. Denote the function defined by the right-hand side of (3.6)

by G(x). From Theorem 2.2 it follows that G is integrable over any

subinterval [xi, x2]C(— a, +a). It is sufficient to prove then that for

x£(-a, +a)

(3.7) *(*) - *(*0 =  f
J XI

G{u)du.

This can be proved by the method used for a similar theorem in

[2, Lemma 3.2]. Since the details are almost identical, we omit the

proof here.

We now go on to

Proof of Theorem 3.1.

(a) Proof of (3.1). Because of relation (2.9) and the symmetry of

ro and Ka, all we need show is that

/+" Ka(x, y)——^-dy= 1,
-a   a2 — y2

for x(E(—a, +a). From Lemma 3.1, (2.14), and (2.15) we see that

A{x) = C for x£(—a, +a) where C is a constant. Now we make

use of the formula

(3.9) f  a Ka(x,y)dy= (a2 - x2)"2,
J -a

which follows from [2, Lemma 5.1], to conclude that

A(x)dx = 2aC = 2a   and    hence    C = 1.

(b) Proof of (3.2). Again by (2.9), it is sufficient to prove that:

/+° yKa{x, y)—■-■ dy = v~l arc sin x/a.
-a    a2

Í

i2   _   ai2

As in (a), the result follows from Lemma 3.1, (2.14), and (2.15).

The function <i> defined by (3.5) is continuous at each point of

(—a, +a), as we have shown in Lemma 3.1. The next theorem shows

that we can define $>(x) at x = ± a, so that it is continuous on the closed

interval [ — a, +a], and givesS^ + a) in terms of <p(±a).

Theorem 3.2. 7/<p(x) is defined as in Lemma 3.1, then

(3.11) lim *(*) = 7r(2a)-1</>(±a).
x-»±a
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Proof. We shall carry through the proof for x—*a. By (3.8), we

have

r+° r 4>(y) - 6(a) "I
(3.12) 2a$(x) - ir<t>(a) = 2a Ka(x, y)    —-\dy.

J -a L    a2 — y2    J

The integral on the right can be split into two parts I+i+I-i where

(3.13) 7±i = Ka(x, y)    -——   dy.
J -a L     a ± y     J

Now it follows from (3.8) and (3.10) that

(3.14) I 7+i(x) | ^ 2||(>||c{*72 - arc sin x/a\.

Hence i+i(x)—>0 as x—>a.

Next, given e>0, we can choose 5>0 so that \<p(y)—<p(a)\ <€7r_l

when 0<a— y<b. The integral J_i can be split into the two parts

/a—5 n a

+    I =  Il + J2.
-a J a-l

Using (3.9), we have

(3.16) | Ji(x) | ^ 2||4>||c5-1(<i2 - x2)1'2

and therefore /i(x)—>0 as x—>a. Finally, by (3.8) and (3.10)

'+°Ka(x,y±

y

Results similar to those obtained in Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2

can be proved with Ka replaced by ro, namely

Corollary 3.1. // F(x) is defined by

■+aTa(x,y^\)

?

with <pEC[—a, -\-a], then F is absolutely continuous on any interval

[xi, Xi]E(—a, +a). Furthermore

(3.19) lim F(x) = *(2a)-l<p(±a).

/+" Ka(x, y) dyú €.
-o    a — y

/+aTa(x, y;\)
\    \¥y)dy

-a     a2 — y2

z—>±a

Proof. From (2.9), using the fact that ro and Ka are symmetric

in x and y, we have

(3.20) F(x) + X f     Ya(x, y; X)$(y)dy = <f>(x),
J —a
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where <£ is defined as in Lemma 3.1. Now $GC[-o, +a] and by [2,

Theorems 2.1, 4.1 and 4.2] it follows that the integral in (3.20)

defines an absolutely continuous function on [—a, +a]. Our result

follows from Lemma 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and the fact that

/+«
ro(x, y, \)$(y)dy = 0.

-a

We make the final remark that it follows easily from the results

of this section and (2.12) that the linear transformations defined by

(3.22) 7V=  f  " Ka(x, y)f(y)dy,
J -a

(3.23) T2f=  f  aYa{x,y;\)f{y)dy
J -a

are bounded linear transformations from U[— a, +a] to C[—a, +a]

or to U[—a, +a].

4. The new functional equation. We next introduce an operator

0« which replaces ß0 when Tt and T2, defined in (3.22) and (3.23), are

considered as operators on U instead of on C.

Definition 4.1. We define

C+a F'(t)(a2 - t2) r+a
(4.1) (a2 - x2)QaF = T~lP —- dl - Tr"1 F{t)dt

J _a t —  X J -a

for those F in C[ — a, +a] which are absolutely continuous in any inter-

val [xi, x2]E(—a, +a) with  [F']2(a2—t2)3l2EL[—a, +a], and for

which the right-hand side is in C[—a, +a].

The new functional equation is then given by

Theorem 4.1. If$=Tif and F=T2f defined by (3.22) and (3.23)
with fE U[ — a, +a], then $ and F are in the domain of tia ; furthermore,

(4.2) - 5.* = /

and

(4.3) \F - 0oF = /, X > 0.

Also $ and F are the only solutions in C[— a, +a] of (4.2) and (4.3),

respectively.

Proof. We first prove (4.2). By Lemma 3.1, we may write $' in the

form (3.6) with 0(y) =/(y)(a2— y2). By Theorem 2.2 we see that

[V{a2-x2yi2}2{a2-x2yi2EL[-a, +a]. Hence, by Theorem 2.1,
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/(x) = [(a2 - x2)*-]-1

(4'4) ■iCny)W-y>YHy-pC*'{y){''-f)
\J -a J -a y — X

In conclusion we note that

(4.5) Tr-1 f    *(x)dx = ir-1 f    f(y)(a2 - y2)^2dy,
J -a J -a

using (3.9). Making this substitution in (4.4) we obtain (4.2).

We can now use (4.2) to prove (4.3). From (2.9) we have

(4.6) F{x) + X f    Ka(x, y)F(y)dy = *(*),
J -a

and the result then follows immediately from the first part of the theo-

rem and the fact that FEC[—a, +a] which was proved in §3.

To prove the uniqueness, we note that by Theorem 2.1 there is no

$EC[—a, +a] satisfying ña* = 0. If there existed an FEC[— a, +a]

such that \F—QaF = 0, then, by the preceding statement, F would

also satisfy (2.7) with f(x) =0 and A =B=0. However, since Ka(x, y)

is positive definite, this is impossible for X>0. The proof is now

complete.

If F satisfies a certain regularity condition, then QaF can be writ-

ten in such a way that its relation to the old operator 0o can be seen.

Theorem 4.2. // F is absolutely continuous on (—a, +a), then

.+a   piß

(4.7) ß„F(x) = tt-'P f
J —,

dt

- 7T-1[F(a)(a - x)-1 + F(- a)(a + x)"1],

a.e. on [—a, +a].

Proof. We may write

C+aF'{t){a2 - t2) r+a F'V)
(4.8) P I      -—^- dt = {a2 - x2)P —— dt

J -a t — X J -a    t   —   X

F'(t)(x + t)dt, a.e.
/:

since in this case the first integral on the right exists almost every-

where. An integration by parts in the second integral on the right

completes the proof.

It is often convenient to have a sufficient condition on / for the
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absolute continuity in [—a, -\-a] of the functions <1> and F defined in

Theorem 4.1. In this case the formulas (4.2) and (4.3) can be written

with Ôo in the form given by (4.7). To this end we prove

Theorem 4.3. Iff(x)=<j>(x)(a2—x2)-1 where <pEC[ —a, -\-a] and

(4.9) | <t>(x) - <f>(±a) | g M(a ± x)a

for some a>0 in some neighborhood 0<a±x<h, then $ = T¡f and

F=T2f, where 7\ are defined in (3.22), (3.23), are absolutely continuous

on [—a, -\-a].

Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we have

r+a(a- yy>2(a + y)-1'2
(4.10) ir-ip I-—:-dy = - 1

J-a y - x

and

(4.11) ir~lP I      -dy = 1.
J_a y — x

It will be sufficient to prove the theorem for i>(x), by the usual

technique of employing (2.9) and the continuity of <t>, since it was

shown in [2] that if $EC[ — a, +a], then 7V3? defines a function

which is absolutely continuous on [ — a, +a]. Let

(4.12) 4>i(x) = [<p(x) - 4>(a)](a - x)>'2(a + x)-1'2

and

(4.13) (fc(x) = [<t>(x) - <t>(a)](a - *)-»'*(<» + x)1'2.

By Lemma 3.1, (4.10) and (4.11) we may write f>' in the form

'+" éi(y) + <Pi(y)

y — x

+ (a2 - xV2[^(-a) + <p(a)\.

/+° éi(y) + <¿2(y)-n        y — x

Now for i = í, 2, <piELp(—a, +a) for some p>2. By Theorem 2.2 the

integral in (4.14) is also in Lp[ — a, +a] for this choice of p. Hence

F'EL[—a, +a] by Holder's inequality, and the absolute continuity

follows from Lemma 3.1.
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